
 

 

 

Cotton Candy Machine Instructions 
 

 
Controls and Their Functions 
Power Switch – Supplies power to the machine without turning on any components. Also acts as a 
“Master” on/off switch. Turning the power switch off will turn motor and heat off. (Power Switch is 
located on the front or side of the machine) 
Candy (Heat) Switch – Turns motor and heat cycle on. Turning this switch “off” when finished 
making cotton candy allows the machine to start its cooling cycle. Note: Motor will continue turning 
during the cooling cycle, and will stop turning after 45-60 seconds. (Candy Switch is located on the 
front of the machine) 

 
Operating Instruction 
1. With the CANDY (HEAT) SWITCH “off”, turn the POWER SWITCH “on”. The spinner head will not 
start to rotate. 
2. With the spinner head stopped, pour sugar into the spinner head. Fill to about the 90% level, DO 
NOT over-fill. 
3. Turn the CANDY (HEAT) SWITCH to “on”. The spinner head will rotate and heat, after about 45 
seconds the machine will start to make cotton candy. 
4. When the spinner head is empty, or to stop making cotton candy, turn the CANDY 
(HEAT) SWITCH “off”. The cooling cycle will start. When the cooling cycle completes, the spinner 
head will stop rotating. When the spinner head is stopped; re-fill with sugar, turn the CANDY (HEAT) 
SWITCH “on”, and continue to make cotton candy. 

  



 

 

 

Making Floss 
 
Pick a cone; if it sticks in the stack of cones, twist it off the stack. 
 
Hold an inch or two of the pointed end of the cone between two fingers and a thumb. With 
a light flicking action, roll cone in the web of floss building up in the pan. Lift the cone up 
with the ring of floss attached and rotate the cone to wrap the floss. DO NOT roll floss while 
the cone is inside the pan. This will pack the floss too tightly. 
 

If the floss fails to stick to the cone, pass the cone near the spinner head to pick up a “starter” of 
melted sugar. Lift the cone out of the pan and wrap the floss with a "figure eight" movement of the 
hand. This leaves giant pockets and makes the final product appear larger. Make sure room humidity 
is not too high, or product will be "heavy". 

 
1. Grip cone as shown. 2. Break into web of  3. Wind the sugar  4. Lift web of floss from the 

floss with the cone.   onto the cone.   pan and roll onto the cone. 

 

 Do NOT put hands or objects in rotating spinner head! 

 Do NOT fill spinner head with sugar while it is rotating! 

 Operator should ALWAYS wear eye protection! 

 Use floss cone to collect cotton candy. 

  



 

 

 

Floater Adjustment: 
 

In operation, the floss will collect on the FLOSS STABILIZER (Plastic Net). If the floss collects “low” 
on the stabilizer, twist the front (leading) edge of the leather floaters down. You get more lift and the 
floss will collect higher.   Form leather floaters as shown. This creates a lifting action to float the floss 
higher on the outside wall of the floss pan 
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